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Abstract 
 
Given the advantages of building systems from pre-built and pre-tested components 
instead of building new ones each time, why then is this not the norm in software 
engineering? The answer appears to be that building systems this way currently 
requires a similar amount of effort to building one from scratch. This is because of 
the work required to successfully integrate components with differing assumptions 
into a single system.  The work stems from faults in the system caused by these 
differing assumptions, such faults can be termed "Architectural Mismatches". 
 
In this paper we give a brief introduction to this concept and to that of "architectural 
styles" which will form part of the proposed solution. We introduce web services, 
which we use throughout the work as our example components.  Then we discuss the 
current state of our work on a web service architectural style and the collation of the 
set of architectural assumptions designers of web services might make.  Finally we 
give an outline of work still to do and tool support needed to test and demonstrate our 
findings. 
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Abstract
Given the advantages of building systems from pre-built
and pre-tested components instead of building new ones
each time, why then is this not the norm in software en-
gineering? The answer appears to be that building sys-
tems this way currently requires a similar amount of effort
to building one from scratch. This is because of the work
required to successfully integrate components with differ-
ing assumptions into a single system. The work stems from
faults in the system caused by these differing assumptions,
such faults can be termed ”Architectural Mismatches”.
In this paper we give a brief introduction to this con-
cept and to that of ”architectural styles” which will form
part of the proposed solution. We introduce web services,
which we use throughout the work as our example compo-
nents. Then we discuss the current state of our work on a
web service architectural style and the collation of the set of
architectural assumptions designers of web services might
make. Finally we give an outline of work still to do and tool
support needed to test and demonstrate our findings.
1 Introduction
There are clear business needs to move away from the
traditional software engineering model, where the majority
of software is created from scratch for each new project. It
is hoped that using the COTS (Commercial Off The Shelf)
approach (where software is constructed, at least in part,
from tried and tested components) will yield benefits in
terms of:
• quality - these components should have known proper-
ties in terms of performance, fault tolerance etc;
• cost - the components themselves should have a fixed
cost, which only leaves the time and cost to integrate
them being unknown.
Unfortunately, as shown by Garlan et. al. [7] it can be as
hard to integrate components, even those intended for reuse,
as it would be to build systems from scratch. They put this
down to a design fault termed ”architectural mismatch”.
1.1 Architectural Mismatch
During the construction of a sample system, using COTS
components, Garlan et. al. experienced many problems
which were not directly related to the functionality of the
components but instead the assumptions each component
made about the environment in which it would be used.
These problems ranged from the order in which the com-
ponents expected to be compiled to incompatible assump-
tions about which component would have the main thread
of control and how that control would be passed around the
system.
An architectural mismatch is said to occur then when a
component makes an assumption which conflicts with the
assumptions of one or more other components.
1.2 Web Services
Web services are an example of a SOA (Service Ori-
ented Architecture) [4], which loosely means a component
that makes its logical resources available to other compo-
nents via a network. The key feature of web services for
this work is that they are components that are intended to
be discovered by other components, using registry services,
and then integrated into applications. They have a minimal
set of standards to which they must conform to be consid-
ered a web service. For example their interfaces must be
described using a WSDL (Web Service Description Lan-
guage) document. There are also a number of additional,
optional description languages and specifications that can
be used to describe other aspects of a web service, such as
WS-Policy in the case of access control.
1.3 Software Architecture
A software architecture represents the structure of a sys-
tem, the elements (components, connectors, ports and roles)
it comprises, the relationships between them, their proper-
ties and behaviour.
One might ask why the issue of architectural mismatch
exists, after all software architecture has been an active area
of research since Perry and Wolf laid its foundations nearly
15 years ago [8]. Even though we now have a large body of
research in the area, resulting in a number of ADLs (Archi-
tecture Description Languages), there is still no one canon-
ical description of what properties of a system need to be
represented in the descriptions to ensure interoperability.
This is in part because a software architecture is an abstract
model of the system it represents and as such only includes
those details deemed important by the architect. One means
the community has for guiding the architect in this respect
are architectural styles, these are sets of constraints to which
a system must conform to be considered a system of that
style. These constraints can apply to all aspects of the ar-
chitecture, such as limiting what types of components can
be present, what properties those components should have
and the geometry of this resulting system. Styles help to
apply some semantics to the otherwise ambiguous box and
line diagrams most commonly associated with architecture.
1.4 Motivation and Goals
The motivation behind this work then is to further the
body of research relating to the set of data needed to rep-
resent the assumptions made by software components. We
use web services both as a relevant current example and also
to reduce the scope from a general software component to
something rather more constrained. We hope to show:
• what data is needed to represent the relevant assump-
tions within this scope;
• if and where this data is currently available in the cur-
rent set of web service description languages and spec-
ifications;
• how this data can be used within a design tool to detect
mismatches at design time.
1.5 Related Work
A brief selection from the body of notable related work
would include, Garlan et. al [7] for an introduction to the
concept of architectural mismatch. Shaw and Clements ”A
Field Guide to Boxology” [9] for an introduction to archi-
tectural styles and Gacek [5] and Abd-Allah [1] in the field
of composing systems from components.
2 Minimal Architectural Style
The goal of this part of the work was to generate the
minimal web service architectural style. By minimal we
mean one that represents web services that subscribe to the
minimum set of standards to be considered web services,
which turned out loosely to be:
• must communicate using SOAP messages;
• must have an interface described using a published
WSDL document;
• that interface must be accessible via a network.
The purpose then of this work was firstly to lay the
groundings of the architectural style that will be used in the
tools to detect mismatches. Secondly to start building the
set of assumptions a component could make, from the point
of view of the architectural style community.
For the ADL we chose to use Acme [2] for a number of
reasons.
• it natively supports the classic structural (i.e. box
and line) architectural constructs of components, ports,
connectors and roles;
• it has tool support in the form of Acme Studio [3]
• the tool support partially supports the Armani con-
straint language and includes support for user defined
analysis.
Acme was defined as an architecture interchange lan-
guage to act as an intermediary between tools supporting
different languages. To this end it supports the addition of
user defined properties to the architectural elements. These
properties are not interpreted by Acme Studio itself but
could be by either third party tools or user defined analysis
within Acme Studio. This aspect of Acme was considered
important as it allows the flexibility required to model the
assumptions made by a component.
The detailed findings of this part of the study can be
found in technical report [6], but the key points are:
• very few design assumptions are constrained or stated
explicitly using the minimum set of standards, restrict-
ing the set of mismatches possible to detect at design
time;
• the constraints and properties found were heavily
weighted towards the ports and connectors in the style.
This is consistent with web services being considered
an integration protocol while placing little or no con-
straints on the service provided or its implementation
details.
3 Mismatch Assumptions
The purpose of this ongoing section of work is to build
up the set of assumptions further by adding in work from
the area of component compositions. The motivation here
was twofold, firstly to increase confidence in the set of as-
sumptions considered by expanding the range of sources.
Secondly there are very few concrete examples of architec-
tural mismatch cited in the literature so we need to build up
a library of possible examples, relevant to web services, and
this set of assumptions is vital to building them.
4 Future Work
With the assumptions work in place the next step is to
determine, for each, what data is needed to make that as-
sumption explicit. With this data determined we will be in
a position to build an enhanced web service architectural
style. This will include all of the minimal style but with
these additions:
• place holders for all the data determined above;
• where possible, constraints in Armani to ensure this
data is correctly populated and no mismatches exist.
We do not envisage that all mismatches will be de-
tectable using Armani, for example if model checking is
required then these checks will be carried out either using
some user defined analysis in Acme Studio or an external
tool.
At the same time, we will also be able to perform a sur-
vey of the existing optional web service description lan-
guages and specifications to find out where and, more im-
portantly, if the data required can currently be made avail-
able.
4.1 Tool Support
Acme Studio is not sufficient on its own to test and
demonstrate this work, so we need to build additional tools
which can be separated into two groups as follows.
The first group we call the ”extractors”. Their purpose
is to generate an architectural description of a web service
in Acme by extracting data held in the WSDL and other
web service description documents relating to that service.
This description, along with descriptions of any other web
services required to build a specific system, will then be
imported into an Acme Studio system model.
We envisage the configuration of the system to take place
in the existing Acme Studio tool, which will automatically
evaluate the constraints from the enhanced style, warning
the architect if and when mismatches are discovered. This
leaves the second part of the tool support which will per-
form any analysis not possible by just using Armani. The
development of these tools can be split into three groups:
• those we build ourselves as ”user defined analysis” and
import into Acme Studio;
• existing tools we are able to wrap as user defined
analysis and import into Acme Studio;
• and existing tools we are not able to wrap.
The first case is preferable as analysis implemented in
this way will be performed while the system is being con-
figured, however we expect that we may have to utilise the
third option. In this case we would need to implement a
software connector to the tool, most likely in the form of an
export filter from Acme to the tools native file format.
With all this completed we hope to show that with suit-
able tool support, analysis to detect these architectural mis-
matches between web services is both possible and practi-
cal.
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